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have! reached! the! targets! required! for! most! applications;! however,!
maintaining!this!performance!throughout!the!operational!lifetime!of!the!








high! strength! and! good! corrosion! resistance! as! well! as! ease! of!
incorporating!a!flow!field!via!stamping!or!embossing.!The!main!criterion!for!
material! suitability! with! regards! to! stainless! steel! in! particular,! is! large!
voltage! drops! at! the! interface;! a! consequence! of! corrosion! protective!
insulating!surface!oxides.!Surface!modification!/!treatment!techniques!of!
inexpensive! and! widely! available! metals! are! capable! of! improving! the!
performance!of!metals!in!fuel!cell!environments!and!are!an!alternative!to!
the! use! of! costly! precious! metal! coatings.! Electrochemical! surface!
treatments! involve! modification! of! the! oxide! layer! by! enriching! its!
chromium! content,! leading! to! higher! corrosion! resistance! and! lower!
interfacial!contact!resistance!(ICR).!




glycerol! ratio! at! varying! treatment! times.! The! surface! treatment!
demonstrates!an!increase!in!the!corrosion!resistance,!enhanced!durability!






the! improved! properties! of! the! electrochemically! treated! 316! SS! are!
primarily!as!a!consequence!of!Cr!enrichment!at!the!nearesurface!of!the!
material.! AFM! analysis! of! surface! roughness! and! morphology!
demonstrated!increased!Ra!values!of!treated!samples;!which!although!has!
been!previously!associated!with!improved!ICR,!was!not!significant!enough!
in! this! study! to! affect! the! ICR.! The! addition! of! glycerol! as! a! viscositye
enhancing! agent! did! not! demonstrate! a! significant! improvement! of! the!
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Figure! 5:! Fuel! cell! stack! cost! structure! at! the! beginning! of! the! learning!
curve!analysis!(2000)![12].!..........................................................................!47!













Figure! 14:! A! schematic! anodic! polarization! curve! for! a! metal! showing!
polarization!behaviour![89].!.......................................................................!73!









Figure! 18:! Schematic! of! real! contact! spots! in! case! of! normal! contact!
surfaces!(top!and!right)!and!a!current!restriction!(left)![102].!...................!85!










































































































Current! density! (C.D)! and! H2SO4!concentration! at! 25! °! C! and! 1! atm,! at!
treatment!time!of!5!min.!..........................................................................!156!
Figure!56:!Current!efficiency!for!anodization!process!of!316!SS!as!a!function!









H2SO4! electrolyte! showing! current! profile! for! passive,! active! and! pitting!
regimes!as!a!function!of!v/v%!of!glycerol!.................................................!158!
Figure!59:!Electropolishing!polarization!characteristics!obtained!on!316!SS!





































































































































Figure! 93:! SEM! image! of! 10%! (10! min)! (left)! alongside! inverted! image!
(right),! showing! general! dissolution! at! grain! boundary! at! magnification!
×900.!.........................................................................................................!207!
Figure! 94:! SEM! image! of! 10%! (30! min)! (left)! alongside! inverted! image!




Figure! 96:! SEM! image! of! 30%! (10! min)! (left)! alongside! inverted! image!
(right),! showing! general! dissolution! at! grain! boundary! at! magnification!
×900.!.........................................................................................................!209!
Figure! 97:! SEM! image! of! 30%! (30! min)! (left)! alongside! inverted! image!












































Table! 5:! Simulated! fuel! cell! environments! used! for! corrosion! studies! of!
different!BPP!materials!...............................................................................!61!
































Table! 16:! Comparison! of! corrosion! current! densities! at! Ecorr,! 0.1! mVHRE,!
peak! (icrit)! and! passivation! (ip)! of! anodised! treated! and! untreated! 316!





e2,! 25! °! C,! at! 5! and! 10! min)! in! the! PEM! fuel! cell! cathode!













risks! to! all! life! forms! as! well! as! the! threat! of! global! climate! change.!!




meet! the! requirements! for! energy! security,! economic! growth,! and!
environmental!sustainability![1].!This!is!mainly!due!to!the!technical!and!







fuel! cells! and! heat! engines! are! both! energy! conversion! devices! with!
reactants! stored! externally;! fuel! cells! operate! isothermally! at! a! given!
temperature! and! electrical! energy! is! generated! directly! in! a! single! step!
through!electrochemical!reaction![2].!Moreover,!as!there!are!fewer!moving!







Fuel! cells! have! technical! challenges! as! well! as! practical! issues! such! as!
manufacturing!and!material!costs.!In!order!to!solve!these!issues,!different!
fuel!cell!types!have!been!tried!and!tested!for!various!applications.!There!
are! approximately! six! classes! of! fuel! cell! that! have! emerged! as! viable!
systems!and!are!usually!distinguished!by!the!electrolyte!used;!although!
there!are!other!important!differences!such!as!operating!temperatures![4].!





















advantage! that! PEMFCs! can! starteup! quickly,! and! allows! for! compact!
design.!Further!advantages!are!that!there!are!no!corrosive!fluid!hazards!
and!that!the!cell!can!operate!in!any!orientation![4].!These!factors!make!the!
PEMFC! particularly! suitable! for! use! in! automotive! and! portable!
applications.!!!
1.3  PEMFC+performance+&+operating+principles+
!A! fuel! cell! is! composed! of! three! active! components;! an! anode! (fuel!








− + + → e H H 2 2 2 !
Equation!1!
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only! be! achieved! when! the! cell! is! operated! under! thermodynamically!
reversible! conditions.! Applying! fundamental! thermodynamic! principles!
allows!the!reversible!cell!potential!can!be!derived.!The!ideal!potential!for!


















































































and! the! partial! pressures! of! reactants! and! products! to! determine! the!
equilibrium!reduction!potential!of!a!halfecell!in!an!electrochemical!cell!or!



















•  A! steep! initial! decrease! at! large! load! resistances! where! the!
voltage!drops!rapidly!with!increasing!current,!is!attributed!to!the!
barrier! for! the! electron! transfer! reactions! occurring! at! the!
electrodes.!





















Despite! over! 170! years! of! history,! fuel! cells! are! still! not! ready! for!
widespread! commercialization! [9].! Factors! limiting! commercialization!
include!excessive!capital!costs!and!limited!durability.!In!order!for!PEFCs!to!







[10].! Therefore,! factors! such! as! material! performance,! cell! lifetime! and!
lower!production!costs!that!continue!to!retard!development!of!fuel!cells!
will! require! further! development! in! order! to! reduce! capital! costs.! The!
conc ohmic act r E V η η η − − − =!
30!
!
bipolar! plate! (BPP)! is! an! example! of! a! component! that! still! requires!












methodology,! differences! in! material,! processing! costs,! operating!












•  Provide! mechanical! support! and! strength! to! the! membrane!
electrode!assembly!(MEA).!
•  Handle!transmission!of!seal!stress.!









as! well! as! potentials! of! 0! e! 1000! mV! versus! HRE! (Hydrogen! Reference!
Electrode)! by! contact! with! the! electrodes! [15]! and! an! operating!
temperature!range!of!(60!e!120!°C)![16].!The!ideal!bipolar!plate!should!





and! easy! to! manufacture! as! well! as! being! environmentally! benign! [14].!
Thus! the! weight! and! size! reduction,! while! maintaining! the! desired!































carbon! composite! materials! that! are! more! robust,! thinner! and! less!
expensive!to!manufacture.!GraphTec!(OH,!USA)!have!developed!a!flexible!




considered! as! a! bipolar! plate.! The! soft! and! compressible! nature! of! the!
materials!means!low!contact!resistance!as!its!malleable!attribute!means!it!
can! mould! itself! around! asperities! on! the! surface,! leading! to! greater!
surface! contact! [20].! The! only! disadvantages! are! that! flexible! graphite!
materials! are! mechanically! weaker,! therefore! mechanical! support! will!
usually! be! required! and! that! they! tend! to! have! relatively! high! gas!
permeability!compared!to!other!plate!materials![11].!!
1.6.2  Composites+




Carbon-carbon composites  
Carbon–carbon!composites,!which!consist!of!a!carbon!matrix!reinforced!









Property  Value  Reference 
Electrical conductivity (S cm
-1)  200 – 300 
500 - 700 
[22] 
[23] 
Bulk resistivity (Ω cm)  151.6 - 131.1 
12.2 ± 4.2 




Flexural strength (kgf cm
-2)  394 - 209 
178.4 ± 26.5 





-3)  1.82 - 1.69 
0.96 










methane! at! a! temperature! of! 1500! °C,! depositing! carbon! at! the! neare




which! is! particularly! important! as! it! can! lead! to! seal! leakage! when! the!
tolerance!accumulates,!as!the!plates!are!stacked.!Advances!in!the!moulding!




the! main! disadvantage! is! considered! to! be! the! long! processing! time! in!
comparison! to! carbonepolymer! moulded! plates,! along! with! the! high!
temperature!CVI!process!associated!costs,!making!the!product!expensive.!
It! has! been! claimed! that! the! processing! costs! are! not! prohibitive! in!
manufacturing,! expecting! that! the! material! could! be! produced! using! a!
continuous! process! analogous! to! paperemaking,! and! that! penetrations,!











Carbonepolymer! composite! materials! have! been! developed! as! an!
alternative! to! carbonecarbon! composites,! made! by! incorporating!









been! substandard! to! other! materials! as! a! result! of! low! electrical!
conductivity.!A!high!loading!of!graphite!into!the!composite!is!required!in!
order! to! increase! the! electrical! conductivity! without! compromising! too!








The! choice! and! proportion! of! carbonaceous! material,! polymer! binding,!
other! mechanical! and! conducting! enhancing! components! are! therefore!
vital!in!achieving!the!desired!properties!as!well!as!determining!the!cost!and!
processing! conditions.! Kuan! et! al.! [16]! have! systematically! studied! the!
effect! of! graphite! content! and! powder! size! on! the! physical,! thermal,!










accommodated! a! higher! proportion! of! conductive! filler,! increasing! the!
conductivity!of!the!composite!as!well!as!facilitating!the!moulding!process,!
allowing!more!elaborate!designs.!
On! the! other! hand,! thermoplastics! such! as! PVDF,! polypropylene! and!
polyethylene!have!been!applied!to!a!lesser!extent!since!they!are!generally!
less! chemically! stable! than! thermosets! and! have! to! operate! at! lower!
temperatures!(typically!200!e!250!°C)!to!avoid!melting![11].!Their!higher!
viscosities! limit! the! amount! of! graphite! that! can! be! loaded! while!









of! accommodating! higher! carbon! content! due! to! the! viscosity! of! the!
polymer.!These!materials!have!the!advantage!that!they!can!be!injection!
moulded! while! the! higher! carbon! content! improves! the! electrical! and!
thermal! conductivity.! The! structure! of! this! material! also! has! the! added!
advantage!of!making!the!material!stronger,!stiffer,!and!more!chemically!







®! A! 950)! at! room! temperature! [28],! while! still! capable! of!
operating!at!higher!temperatures!of!up!to!200!!°C![11].!
1.6.3  Metallic+





























Moreover,! the! durability! of! PEM! fuel! cell! can! be! adversely! affected! by!
contaminants! such! as! corrosion! products! that! increase! the! risk! of!












contact! resistance.! Bulk! resistance! of! metallic! BPPs! is! not! usually!





Stainless! steel,! aluminium! alloys,! titanium! alloys,! nickel! alloys,! copper!
alloys,!and!metalebased!composites!have!been!used!to!fabricate!plates.!
Research!has!mainly!been!focused!on!ironebased!alloys,!such!as!stainless!






















Chromium! acts! to! form! a! thin! oxide! layer! (Cr2O3),! which! protects! the!
surface!and!inhibits!corrosion!and!the!formation!of!thick!oxide!films!and!
ion! leaching.! However,! the! passive! layer! increases! contact! resistance!
between!the!plates!and!the!GDL,!which!is!accountable!for!the!vast!majority!
of!the!voltage!drop.!Due!to!this!reason!most!studies!of!metallic!BBPs!use!
contact! resistance! measurements! as! the! main! criteria! of! material!
suitability.!
Austenitic,! or! 300! series,! stainless! steels! represent! compositional!
modifications! of! the! classic! 18/8! (18%! Cr! e! 8%! Ni)! stainless! steel.! The!
austenitic! class! offers! the! most! resistance! to! corrosion! in! the! stainless!
group,! owing! to! its! substantial! nickel! content! and! higher! levels! of!
chromium!that!give!it!an!austenitic!structure!at!all!temperatures!from!the!
cryogenic!region!to!the!melting!point!of!the!alloy.!They!are!the!largest!
category! of! stainless! steel,! accounting! for! about! 70%! of! all! production!
[38].!To!utilize!inexpensive!bipolar!plates,!commercialized!steels!such!as!






























Titanium! alloys! with! Nb! and! Ta! were! studied! as! possible! bipolar! plate!
materials!and!it!was!found!that!the!resistivity!of!surface!oxides!was!lower!
than! that! of! pure! Ti! [42].! Titanium! coated! with! PEMcoat
TM! FC5,! a!













coated! aluminium! was! reported! to! operate! similarly! to! graphite! by!
Woodman! et! al.! [45];! however,! defects! in! the! layer! resulted! in!
performance! degradation,! a! problem! associated! with! the! coating!
procedure! and! more! importantly! use! of! precious! metals! significantly!
elevates!the!cost!of!the!BPP.!
Nickel!!
Nickel! is! a! widely! available! material! that! is! relatively! inexpensive! and!
exhibits! ductility! and! manufacturability.! However,! pure! nickel! does! not!
form!a!protective!oxide!layer!and!this!means!it!is!susceptible!to!severe!
corrosion! (corrosion! rate! >1000! µm! cm












Oxide! formation! and! ion! dissolution! due! to! corrosion! of! metal! bipolar!
plates!can!be!avoided!by!employing!various!coatings.!The!coatings!should!
be! conductive! and! adhere! to! the! base! metal! without! exposing! the!
substrate! to! corrosive! media! while! aiming! to! be! impermeable! to! the!!
42!
!
reactant! gases,! be! chemically! inert! and! provide! low! contact! resistance.!
Another!key!issue!is!the!integrity!of!the!coating,!as!it!has!to!be!resistant!to!















Conductive! polymers,! such! as! polypyrrole! (PPY)! and! polyaniline! (PANI),!
have!been!deposited!onto!316L![49]!or!Al!alloy![50],!both!demonstrated!
very!good!corrosion!resistance!in!comparison!to!the!substrate.!However,!





















economical! feasible! alternative! to! graphite.! Lu! and! Wang! [54]! used!
stainless! steel! bipolar! plates! with! a! gold! coating! of! 0.5! µm! in! direct!
methanol!fuel!cells!and!reported!a!decrease!in!the!contact!resistance![45].!
However,! the! main! problem! with! this! approach! is! that! difference! in!
thermal! expansion! coefficients! (TEC)! can! lead! to! cracking! as! well! as!
delamination! of! the! coating.! Furthermore! imperfections! in! the! coating!
(pinholes! or! cracks)! can! lead! to! the! metals! further! down! the!
electrochemical! series! being! oxidised! and! dissolving! with! corresponding!
increase!in!the!corrosion!current,!while!the!coating!is!reduced.!!
Metal!Nitrides!











Transition! metal! carbides! and! borides! are! metallic! ceramics! that! offer!






and! thermodynamic! stability! could! be! achieved! in! acidic! media! at! high!
anodic!potentials.!!    !
Chromium!coatings!
Chromium!e!nitrogen!films!as!a!coating!material!for!stainless!steel!plates!
have! received! some! attention.! Fu! et! al.! [59]! states! that! 316L! SS! plates!
coated!with!Cr0.49!N0.51!delivered!good!performance!in!terms!of!interfacial!
conductivity!and!corrosion!resistance!and!exhibited!high!surface!energy.!
Wu! et! al.! [60]! also! examined! the! corrosion! resistance! and! interfacial!




although! CrNecoated! stainless! steel! plates! exhibit! higher! corrosion!
resistance! in! reducing! and! oxidizing! environments,! the! presence! of! any!
pinholes! or! micro! cracks! in! the! CrN! film! will! initiate! and! enhance! local!
corrosion,!leading!to!performance!loss!and!cell!degradation.!
1.6.5  Surface+treated+metals+
The! search! for! surface! treatments! of! inexpensive! and! widely! available!
metals! that! are! capable! of! enhancing! their! performance! in! fuel! cell!
environments! is! well! established.! Surface! modification! techniques,!
including! electrochemical! surface! treatment,! carburization,! thermal!
nitriding,! low! temperature! plasma! nitriding! and! ion! implantation,! have!









stainless! steels! while! maintaining! an! acceptable! hardness.! Plasma!
carburization!has!been!increasingly!used!to!improve!the!surface!properties!
of! many! metals,! including! stainless! steels,! owing! to! its! environmentally!
friendly! characteristics! as! well! as! the! fact! that! it! can! readily! penetrate!
micro!gaps!to!give!an!even!surface!treatment![31].!!
1.7  Cost+of+Bipolar+Plates+












per! year! as! estimated! by! several! models;! by! Lomax! et! al.! of! Direct!
Technologies!Inc.!(DTI)!in!1998![61],!update!by!Arthur!D.!Little!(ADL)![62],!
for!the!Department!of!Energy!and!Transportation!Fuel!Cell!program!in!2000!
(later! by! Bar(On! et! al.! in! 2002! [13]),! by! Jeong! and! Oh! in! 2002! [3],! by!
Tsuchiya!et!al.!in!2004![12],!and!more!recently!in!2011!by!The!Office!of!
Naval! Research! (ONR)! [63].! These! studies! provided! a! sense! of! relative!














DEFC02e! 92EE50477)! in! 2000! [64],! set! a! cost! target! of! $10! /kW! as! a!

















































peripherals! and! assembly.! This! is! because;! mass! production! (5! million!
vehicles)!will!decrease!the!total!fuel!cell!stack!cost!($/kW)!and!at!the!same!










/kWgross! for! the! injection! moulded! version.! Here! injection! moulding!
machine!cost!is!the!main!contributor!accounting!for!~75%!of!bipolar!plate!
cost,! with! materials! and! tooling! contributing! to! ~15%! and! ~10%!
respectively.!











current! commercial! stack! deliveries.! Volumes! were! considered! to! be!













the! membrane! and! the! amount! of! platinum! sometimes! have! a! strong!















The! cost! of! BPP! is! mainly! determined! by! the! material,! method! of!
manufacture!and!in!particular!the!forming!of!the!flowefield!geometry.!As!
well! as! designing! the! flowefield,! the! production! of! a! BPP! has! also! to!










desirable! to! produce! fuel! cell! repeat! parts! such! as! BPPs! through! a! net!
repeat! process.! The! suitability! of! a! given! material! to! the! PEM! fuel! cell!
operating! requirements! then! become! the! central! issue! [62].! Figure! 9!




















































































The! most! common! way! in! which! prototypes! are! produced! (particularly!













































like! electron! beam! evaporation,! sputtering! and! glow! discharge!
decomposition,! chemical! vapour! deposition! technique,! and! liquid! phase!
chemical! techniques! like! electro?! and! electro?less! deposition,! chemical!
anodization!!/oxidation!over?coating,!and!painting.!!
The! process! brings! significant! benefits! to! metallic! bipolar! plate!
performance,!but!also!incorporates!an!added!cost!to!the!manufacturing!
process.!However,!it!has!also!been!noted!that!using!base!metallic!materials!






































Successful! injection! moulding! requires! that! the! thermoplastic! (or! less!
preferably,! thermoset)! polymer! or! filled! polymer! composite! have! an!!
55!
!




of! sophisticated! injection! moulding! machines,! the! manufacturing!








Although! the! injection! moulding! process! in! general! offers! many!
advantages,!its!drawbacks!are!excessive!mould!wear!and!limited!size?to?
thickness! ratio! due! to! high! loads! of! graphite! required! to! achieve!
conductivity!targets![69].!The!key!factor!in!cost!reduction!for!each!of!the!
advanced!technology!cases!is!that!higher!power!density!leads!to!smaller!
















Property  Value  Reference 
Electronic conductivity  >10 S cm
-1  [67, 70] 
  >100 S cm
-1  [71] 
Contact resistance  <50 mΩ cm
2 (Metallic after 
5000 h) 
[72] 
Thermal conductivity  >20 W m
-1 K
-1  [70] 




-1  [71] 
Mechanical strength   >260 kg cm
-2 (flexural)  [70] 
  >43 kg cm
-2 (crush)  [71] 
  >1.5 kg cm
-2 (compressive)  [67] 
Corrosion rate   <1 µA cm
-2  [73] 
Dimensional tolerance  >0.05 mm  [67] 
Density   <5 g cm
-3  [67] 
Stack volume  <1.1 kW
-1  [67] 
Surface finish   <50 µm  [67] 





during 5000 h) 
[72] 
Water adsorption for carbon 
polymer composites 















the! contact! resistance,! including! the! extent! of! the! physical! contact,!
presence!of!passivating!layers!on!the!surface!and!the!compressive!force!
between!the!GDL!and!the!bipolar!plate.!The!level!of!the!physical!contact!



































However,! since! these! measurements! do! not! account! for! operating!
conditions!and!ageing!effects,!this!means!that!they!only!provide!a!guide!to!
the!contact!resistance!existing!within!a!real!fuel!cell.!In?situ!methods!have!
also! been! developed! in! which! gold! voltage! probes! are! reinserted! at!
different!points!within!a!working!cell![72,!76].!
Landis'and'Turner![80],!have!developed!a!method!for!measuring!bipolar!
plate! conductivity! by! taking! a! dimensionally! well?defined! sample! and!
making! contact! with! it! using! two! sharp! pointed! electrodes! that! are! a!



















Au-coated Ni  Carbon paper  0.1 -2.1  ~20 -2  [77] 
Fe-based alloy  Carbon paper  0.1 -2.1  ~1000  -
100 
[77] 
Ni-based alloy  Carbon paper  0.1 -2.1  ~100 -5  [77] 
Graphite (Cathode)  E-TEK ELAT
®  3  10  [72] 
Graphite (Cathode)  E-TEK ELAT
®  0.4  13  [72] 
SS (1.3974) (Cathode)  E-TEK ELAT
®  3  10  [72] 
SS (1.3974) (Cathode)  E-TEK ELAT
®  0.4  50  [72] 
SS (316)  E-TEK ELAT
®  0.4 - 0.8  ~260 -170  [78] 
SS (316) High Pt 
coating 
E-TEK ELAT
®  0.4 -0.8  ~18 -15  [78] 
SS (316)   CARBEL
®  0.5 -3  120 -30  [79] 
Poco
®'Graphite  CARBEL
®  0.5 -3  ~30 -10  [39] 
Titanium  CARBEL
®  0.5 -3  >100 -25  [39] 




 TM  0.1 -1.8  1400 -100  [36] 
Ferritic  steel  (AISI 
446) 
Toray








significantly! higher! than! that! at! the! anode! (~5! mΩ! cm






humidity),! low! pH! (as! low! as! pH' 1),! exposed! to! oxidising! and! reducing!
environments! and! operated! at! varying! electrical! potentials! [11].! If! the!













tests! are! required! as! the! environments! of! the! anode! and! cathode! are!
significantly!different!and!this!cannot!be!simulated!in!a!single!experiment.!
Corrosion! studies! should! be! ideally! performed! in! the! fuel! or! oxidant!
environment! in! which! the! bipolar! plate! will! operate,! as! well! as! a!
reproduction!of!the!conditions!present!with!a!fuel!cell.!The!presence!of!
halides! such! as! fluoride! ions,! have! to! be! taken! in! consideration! when!!
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conducting! BPP! corrosion! tests! since! they! promote! corrosion.! Assuming!









Materials  Conditions  Ref. 
Stainless steel alloys  1 M H2SO4 +2ppm F
- 70˚C, 




Stainless steel alloys  H2SO4 and NA2SO4, pH 4.8, 
Room temperature, no reactant 
gas 
[75] 
A1 and coated A1  0.5 M H2SO4, Room 
temperature 
[53] 
Stainless steel & coatings (TiN)  0.1 M K2SO4, pH1, 80˚C  [82] 
Carbon-carbon composite  0.001 N H2SO4 + 2ppmF
-, 
80˚C, N2 purge 
[22] 
Stainless steel ASTM G5 
standard 





The! assessment! of! corrosion! rate! methodologies! of! BPPs! has! been!
comprehensively! reviewed! by! Shores' and' Deluga! [83],! methodologies!









Pourbaix! diagrams! (EH:pH?diagrams)! are! one! of! the! most! widely! used!





solution! depending! on! the! pH! and! electrode! potential! and! the! relative!
position! of! the! boundary! for! oxidation! and! reduction! of! water! [85].!
Predicting! the! conditions! under! which! corrosion! is! thermodynamically!
likely!/!unlikely!to!happen!is!a!powerful!tool!when!designing!systems!that!
avoid!corrosion!based!on!the!potential!and!pH!conditions.!!!
Pourbaix! diagrams! present! the! potential! (EH)! of! a! metal! electrode!
referenced! to! the! standard! hydrogen! electrode! based! on! the! Nernst!




•  Find! pH,! potential! and! temperature! regions,! which! prevent!
corrosion.!
•  Find!out!which!compounds!are!the!corrosion!reaction!products.!
•  Find! immune! materials,! which! can! be! used! as! protective!
coatings.!





The! boundaries! between! the! areas! on! an! EH:pH?diagram! of! a! corrosion!
process! represent! the! chemical! reactions! that! define! the! equilibrium!
between! the! adjoining! stable! chemical! species.! The! exact! boundary!
position! depends! on! the! activity! of! soluble! bearing! ions! [87].! The!
orientation! of! the! lines! indicates! the! nature! of! the! reactions! that! take!
place:!






















The! rates! of! anodic! reactions! increase! as! the! potential! of! the! metal!
becomes! more! positive,! consequently! decreasing! the! rates! of! cathodic!
reactions.! As! the! potential! of! the! metal! becomes! more! negative,! the!
converse!effect!on!the!reaction!rates!occurs.!The!corrosion!behaviour!can!
thus! be! understood! from! the! relationships! between! the! potential! of! a!
metal! and! the! currents! flowing! (equivalent! to! rates! of! the! corrosion!










reference! electrode! (HRE)! is! designated! 0.00! V! when! at! 25! °C! and! 1!




























































covered! with! a! paste! of! mercurous! chloride! and! mercury! in! a! chloride!
solution.!The!potential!depends!on!the!concentration!of!chloride!ions!and!a!
saturated!solution!of!potassium!chloride!is!used!to!maintain!a!constant!
chloride! concentration! (Metal! /! test! solution! /! KCI! (saturated),! Hg2CI2!
(solid)! /! Hg).! Contact! between! the! test! solution! and! the! saturated!






potential)! is! determined! by! the! equilibrium! between! opposing!
electrochemical!reactions.!It!is!the!potential!at!which!the!total!rates!of!all!
the! anodic! reaction! (dissolution! of! a! metal)! and! cathodic! reactions!
(reduction!of!hydrogen)!are!equal!and!is!denoted!by!the!symbol!Ecorr.!The!
current!density!at!Ecorr,!which!is!a!measure!of!the!corrosion!rate,!is!called!
the! “corrosion! current! density”! and! is! denoted! by! the! symbol! icorr.! The!
potential!E!is!initially!a!linear!function!of!the!current!density,!i!(the!current!
per! unit! area)! when! the! potential! of! the! corroding! metal! is! displaced!























































































measurements,! or! electrochemical! data,! can! be! used! to! determine! the!
value!of!the!constant!B.!As!the!overpotential!of!the!metal!is!increased!(±10!
mV!of!Ecorr),!the!polarisation!curve!increasingly!deviates!from!the!linear!


























































curves! are! shown! schematically! in! Figure! 13.! The! relationship! of! the!














polarization! becomes! mass! transport! dependent! and! is! termed!
concentration!polarization.!!
As!the!electrode!reaction!increases!under!activation!control,!the!diffusion!
layer! becomes! depleted! in! ions! available! for! the! reaction,! thereby!
producing! a! concentration! gradient! across! it.! The! ability! to! supply! ions!



























































































limiting! value! (limiting! diffusion! current! density),! whereby! the! rate! of!
transport! of! the! reducible! species! controls! the! rate! of! reduction! and! is!




The! rate! of! reduction! of! water! to! produce! hydrogen! increases! as! the!
potential! becomes! even! more! negative,! until! it! exceeds! the! diffusion?
limited!rates!of!reduction!of!hydrogen!ion!or!oxygen.!The!observed!current!
density! then! increases! due! to! the! reduction! of! water.! In! this! potential!
region!the!diffusion!limited!currents!of!hydrogen!ions!or!oxygen!reduction,!




Another! important! consideration! in! the! polarization! behaviour! of!
electrodes!is!the!IR!drop,!as!an!ohmic!potential!drop!exists!through!the!
electrolyte!and!any!oxide!films!that!are!present.!The!contribution!of!IR!




















corrosion?product! surface! film! that! acts! as! a! barrier! to! the! anodic!





corrosion! current! occurs! to! the! passive! current! density! (ip),! where! the!
measured!current!ceases!to!increase!with!applied!potential,!at!a!potential!





















A! thin! oxide! film! gradually! spreads! over! until! the! surface! is! completely!
covered.! At! this! point! the! current! due! to! metal! ions! leaving! the! metal!

















with! the! initiation! occurring! at! a! critical! potential! called! the! critical!
breakdown!or!pitting!potential!(Eb).!The!value!of!Eb!depends!on!the!ratios!
of! the! solution! concentrations! of! inhibitive! anions! (which! stabilise! the!
passivating!oxide!film)!and!aggressive!anions!(which!break!down!the!oxide!
film).!The!breakdown!of!the!film!by!the!anions!is!inhibited!with!possibly!no!




























The! rate! of! transpassive! dissolution! may! decrease! as! the! potential! is!
increased!in!the!positive!direction,!due!to!the!onset!of!secondary!passivity!
at!G,!where!the!potential!range!is!associated!with!mass!transport!control!













− + + + → e H O O H 4 4 2 2 2!
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An! important! aspect! of! corrosion! protection! is! the! formation! of! a!
passivating!oxide!film!on!metal!surfaces.!Anodic!and!cathodic!polarisation!
curves!of!a!system!are!utilised!to!determine!where!passivation!is!possible!
such! as! for! stainless! steel! in! dilute! acid,! as! illustrated! schematically! in!
Figure!15.!
The!reduction!of!hydrogen!ions!at!the!cathode!may!occur!in!solutions!that!
are! oxygen! free.! In! this! case! a! cathodic! polarisation! curve! UV! that!
intersects! with! the! anodic! polarisation! curve! ABCDE! at! V,! is! observed.!
Passivation!is!not!observed!in!this!system!as!the!reversible!potential!U,!for!
the!hydrogen!ion/hydrogen!equilibrium!is!more!negative!than!the!critical!
passivation! potential! B.! The! presence! of! dissolved! oxygen,! polarising!
metals! into! the! passive! region! is! possible.! Dissolved! oxygen! is! a! more!
powerful!oxidising!agent!than!the!hydrogen!ion!as!the!standard!electrode!
potential!for!the!oxygen/hydroxyl!ion!equilibrium!(Equation!21),!is!1.24!V!









the! reduction! of! oxygen! must! occur! with! such! a! high! current! that! the!
limiting!diffusion!current!density!is!greater!than!the!icrit.!Thus!the!cathodic!
polarisation!curve!will!be!HIJK,!intersecting!the!anodic!polarisation!curve!at!
I;! providing! a! stable! corrosion! potential! in! the! passive! region.! The!
polarisation!curve!will!be!according!to!LMNP!if!only!a!small!quantity!of!
oxygen! is! present.! The! polarisation! curves! intersect! at! P! if! the! steel! is!






































sufficient! current! to! bring! the! potential! of! the! metal! to! the! critical!
passivation! potential.! Therefore! corrosion! proceeds! with! the!











In! order! to! increase! the! range! of! protection! and! improve! corrosion!
behaviour,!alloying!of!metals!through!addition!of!chromium,!which!is!well!
known!for!its!good!corrosion!properties,!is!common!practice.!The!reason!
for! this! is! due! to! one! of! its! solid! reaction! products,! which! acts! as! a!
protective! barrier! between! the! metal! and! the! environment! in! oxidizing!
conditions!through!the!formation!of!Cr2O3.!The!passive!oxide!film!is!self?















Although! the! stability! of! the! metal! in! the! corrosive! environment! is!
dependent!on!the!thermodynamic!and!properties,!insight!into!the!kinetics!
of! the! electrochemical! reaction! occurring! at! the! substrate! of! an! alloy!
surface!is!only!attained!through!the!study!of!the!potential?current!density!




























containing! environments! on! the! corrosion! behaviour! of! 316L! SS! with!
regards!to;!Intergranular!corrosion!(localised!corrosion!in!the!vicinity!of!the!
grain! boundaries)! and! pitting! corrosion! (localized! corrosion!by! which!







cathode! environments! and! the! application! of! a! protective! coating! was!
necessary!as!confirmed!by!Ma'et'al.![82].!





Resistance' Equivalent' Number! (PREN),! which! is! a! theoretical! way! of!
comparing! the! pitting! corrosion! resistance! of! various! types! of! stainless!
steels,!based!on!their!chemical!compositions.!They!also!demonstrated!that!
the! charge! required! to! remove! the! passive! film! is! greater! for! stainless!
steels!with!high!PREN.!!
Iversen! [99]! investigated! the! corrosion! behaviour! of! twelve! austenitic,!
duplex!and!high!molybdenum!stainless!steels!for!bipolar!plate!applications.!




Furthermore,! a! suitable! combination! of! manganese! and! molybdenum!!
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cathode! environments.! The! results! pointed! towards! the! following!
performance! order! 349! >904L! >! 317L! >! 316L! which! correlated! the! Cr!
content!with!the!corrosion!of!the!material;!showing!that!the!higher!the!Cr!
content!the!higher!the!corrosion!resistance.!




traces! of! corrosion! were! barely! detected! for! type! 310! SS! according! to!
potentiodynamic! polarization! curves.! This! result! was! ascribed! to! the!
formation!of!a!stable!passive!film!on!the!metal!surface.!Pozio'et'al.![101]!
conducted!potentiodynamic!polarization!tests!with!304!and!316L!stainless!
steels! in! simulating! PEM! fuel! cell! electrolyte.! The! corrosion! current!













respectively.! However,! the! two! main! drawbacks! of! uncoated! stainless!




membrane)! were! not! considered! by! the! selection! process,! producing! a!
misleading!conclusion.!!
Literature! findings! generally! conclude! that! non?coated! stainless! steels!
almost! always! lack! corrosion! resistance! leading! to! an! increasingly! poor!








Although! stainless! steel! is! a! candidate! material! for! bipolar! plates! as! it!
permits!plates!to!be!as!thin!as!possible!and!improve!on!the!volumetric!and!
gravimetric!power!density!at!reasonable!cost,!it!is!generally!agreed!that!
stainless! steels! are! prone! to! chemical! attack! in! the! PEM! fuel! cell!
environment.! Their! corrosion! products! may! poison! the! catalysts! in! the!
polymeric! membrane! and! the! oxide! layer! grown! on! the! metal! surface!
increases! the! interfacial! contact! resistance! between! contacting! gas!
diffusion!layers!and!bipolar!plates!decreasing!the!power!output!of!the!fuel!
cell! [102].! These! effects! have! a! dramatic! outcome! on! PEMFC! stack!
efficiency,!cost!and!consequently!offset!the!advantages!of!metallic!bipolar!
plates;! such! as! their! high! electrical! conductivity.! In! comparison! to! the!



















bipolar! plates! as! the! main! criterion! of! material! suitability.! ICR!




stainless! steel! specimen! (SS! 304/F).! They! concluded! that! the! stainless!
steels!were!unsuitable!because!of!an!excessive!amount!of!non?conductive!
oxide! (e.g.! [Fe! +! Cr]! >! 69%! and! Ni! <! 24%)! that! leads! to! high! contact!
resistance! values.! The! nitride?coated! stainless! steel! specimen! (SS304/F)!
presented!a!lower!contact!resistance!value!with!respect!to!that!of!the!best!

















the! electrical! conductivity! of! passive! layer! has! been! demonstrated!
previously!by!Silva'et'al.![104].!They!studied!the!corrosion!and!ICR!of!304,!








surface! resistance! for! each! remained! the! same! with! the! lowest! ICR!
presented!by!904L!which!has!the!highest!chromium!and!nickel!contents.!
Kim'et'al.![75]!have!investigated!the!contact!resistance!of!eleven!different!
alloys! exposed! to! sulphuric! acid! solution! to! simulate! PEM! fuel! cell!











surface! performance.! The! processed! specimens! verified! the! significant!
improvement! in! corrosion! resistance! and! ICR.! The! results! of! the! above!
works!confirmed!that!Cr!content!plays!a!very!important!role!in!stainless!











resistance! drops! as! pressure! increases.! The! effect! transpires! as! each!
contact! spot! increases! the! contact! area! under! the! load! on! account! of!
material! deformation! and! the! amount! of! contacting! spots! increases!
because! of! dropping! of! contacting! member! separation.! This! increase! in!










































Surface! roughness! is! a! multi?scale! phenomenon;! advances! in! surface!
measurement!show!that!a!single!contact!appearing!on!one!scale!may!be!
resolved!as!a!cluster!of!smaller!contacts!on!the!next!smaller!scale!(Figure!
18).! However,! contact! resistance! originates! from! current! constriction! in!
contact!asperities!and!depends!on!the!topography!of!the!surfaces!of!the!
contacting! members.! Moreover,! this! proposition! does! not! change! even!
though! the! advanced! contact! resistance! models! are! using! such!









In! this! work! a! new! and! more! subtle! application! of! an! electropolishing!
surface!treatment!method!is!investigated!as!a!pre?treatment!method!to!

















technical! improvements! are! realised.! This! leads! to! a! decrease! in! the!
corrosion!current!density!due!to!the!formation!of!a!passive!surface!film!




roughness! of! height! >! 1! μm! the! latter! to! the! elimination! of! surface!!
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roughness! <1! μm! comparable! to! the! wave! length! of! light! [113].! The!
distinction! however,! is! a! simplification! because! there! is! no! simple!
relationship!between!profile!height!measured!for!example!by!means!of!a!
mechanical! testing! device! and! brightness! determined! by! measuring! the!
specular! reflectance! [114].! The! remarkable! improvement! in! corrosion!
resistance! of! electropolished! surfaces! of! austenitic! stainless! steels! is!
caused! by! several! interconnecting! events! occurring! during! the!
electropolishing!process.!These!include;!
•  The!removal!of!the!solid!(Beilby)!layer!that!consists!of!inclusions!
of! matertenistic! phase,! foreign! material,! pre?existing! oxides!
(created! by! forming)! and! machining! or! abrasive! polishing! [12,!
14].!!
•  By!creating!a!new!corrosion!resistant!layer!that!is!enriched!in!




metal! ions! on! the! cathode! is! generalised! reaction! that! occurs! during!
electropolishing.! The! surface! processes! that! are! characterised! by! the!
process!are!smoothing!which!occurs!at!the!macroscopic!level!(dictated!by!
the!thickness!of!the!viscous!layer!formed!on!the!anode!before!it!undergoes!
electropolishing)! and! brightening! which! occurs! at! the! microscopic! level!
(dictated! by! the! formation! of! a! thin! oxide! layer! on! the! anode! during!
electropolishing)![115].!Electropolishing!is!normally!carried!out!in!a!bath!
composed! of! one! or! more! concentrated! acid! media! and! the! polishing!
process!is!thought!to!involve!the!formation!of!a!viscous!layer!at!the!metal!
surface! which! is! further! emphasised! by! the! employing! moderators! and!
viscosity! improvers! such! as! glycerol! [111,! 116,! 117].! The! addition! of!
glycerol!provides!strong!hydrogen!bonds!due!to!its!three!OH!groups,!which!
dominate!the!behaviour!of!adsorbed!shielding!molecules,!resulting!in!the!





The! work! piece! typically! is! immersed! in! an! aqueous! acidic! electrolyte!
solution! and! a! DC! current! is! delivered! to! the! anode! via! a! rectifier.!
Polarisation!then!occurs!at!the!site!of!the!anode!where!metal!ions!dissolve!
(oxygen!gas!may!evolve!depending!on!the!potential),!while,!hydrogen!gas!is!





















The! efficiency! of! the! electropolishing! treatment! can! be! determined! by!
calculating!the!current!efficiency!of!the!process.!Current!efficiency!at!the!
anode! may! be! defined! as! the! ratio! of! current! that! results! in! metal!











saturation! concentration.! To! maintain! electro?neutrality,!
electrolyte!anions!accumulate!in!the!anodic!diffusion!layer![116].!!
•  The!acceptor!mechanism,!which!involves!rate!limiting!diffusion!
of! acceptor! anions! which! are! consumed! at! the! anode! by!
formation!of!complexes![116].!!




However,! on! account! of! the! presence! of! other! species! resulting! from!
dissociation!or!association!reactions,!and!because!of!viscosity!changes!at!
the!actual!concentration!profiles!at!the!anode!are!unquestionably!more!





concept! of! acceptor! mechanism,! which! examined! the! influences! of!
adsorbed!intermediates!and!the!transport!of!acceptor!molecules!on!the!
electropolishing!behaviour!in!the!absence!of!salt!films.!!
Conversely! electropolishing! cannot! reasonably! be! explained! by! the!
mechanisms!above!alone,!an!integration!of!the!above!concepts!with!an!
additional! viewpoint! by! Lin' et' al! [123],! which! considers! the! molecular!!
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of! the! preferential! adsorption! molecules,! including! acceptors!
(mechanism!for!the!preferential!adsorption!of!shielding!molecules!
[124])!































between! shielded! and! less?shielded! portions! is! observed,! resulting! in! a!
rough!surface.!However,!if!the!intermolecular!interactions!become!strong!
enough!to!form!molecular!aggregates!and!clusters!(i.e.!by!increasing!the!
glycerol! concentration! or! reducing! the! bath! temperature),! a! smoother!
surface!may!be!obtained.!The!microstructure!of!the!shielding!film!is!then!











be! used! to! determine! whether! the! temperature! and! electrolyte!
combination!results!in!a!current!plateau!where!the!process!current!density!
is! independent! of! potential,! providing! better! control! over! the! rate! of!
electropolishing.!The!I:V!curve!can!be!used!to!provide!basic!information!to!























layer,! which! lead! to! a! current! plateau! due! to! mass! transport!







Electropolishing! in! the! current! on! the! current! plateau! region! has! been!
shown!by!Lee'and'Lai!to!lead!to!surface!enrichment!of!Cr!in!stainless!steel!












been! established! in! any! specific! case,! even! though! it! is! widely! used! in!
industry! and! in! research;! however,! a! general! explanation! has! been!
developed.!In!an!electrolytic!cell,!the!metal!to!be!electropolished!forms!the!
anode! and! irregularities! on! the! surface! are! removed! by! the! continued!
dissolution! of! the! metal! leading! to! the! surface! becoming! smooth! and!
bright.!This!behaviour!is!a!special!case!of!more!regular!anodic!phenomena,!
for! it! is! found! that,! depending! on! the! condition! of! operation! and! the!
solution! used,! a! metal! anode! can! be! etched,! polished,! preferentially!
passivated,! or! completely! passivated.! In! order! to! ensure! the! desired!
surface!finish!is!achieved!the!factors!affecting!them!are!explored!here.!!
1.14.1 Bath+temperature+
As! the! limiting! current! density! is! considered! to! be! proportional! to! the!
thickness!of!the!concentration!boundary!layer!affecting!dissolution,!forced!
convection! helps! decrease! the! thickness! of! the! concentration! boundary!
layer!and!thereby!increases!the!limiting!current![127].!Moreover,!agitation!
further! impedes! excessive! local! heating! due! to! the! passage! of! current!














the! molecular! attractive! force! will! dominate! the! behaviour! of! absorbed!
shielding!molecules,!resulting!in!suppression!of!the!influence!of!the!metal!
microstructure,!leading!to!a!more!uniform!dissolution.!Thus,!an!optimum!






electrolysis! required! to! determine! the! total! material! removed! from! the!
work! piece.! As! the! treatment! time! increases! the! amount! of! material!
removed!from!the!anode!surface!increases!and!consequently!the!average!
surface! roughness! decreases! as! demonstrated! by! Lee! [126].! He!
demonstrated! how! as! the! polishing! time! increased! from! 0! to! 400! s,!
protuberances!and!damaged!layers!were!removed!and!the!microstructures!




[125].! Electropolishing! of! 316L! was! conducted! in! co?acid! &! glycerine!
mixture!at!60˚C,!a!current!density!of!0.09!A!cm
?2,!cathode!distance!of!7!mm!




[118]! also! demonstrated! that! the! surface! of! 304! SS! treated! in! a! bath!
containing!25%!glycerol!at!70!˚C!is!rougher!than!that!anodised!in!the!same!
solution! at! 30! ˚C! and! concluded! that! as! the! bath! temperature! and!
treatment!time!reduced!so!did!the!surface!roughness.!













30%! (v/v),! a! wider! process! voltage! range! was! obtained! from! 4?20.5! V.!
When!the!concentration!was!increased!to!40%!(v/v),!while!maintaining!the!
bath!temperature,!the!width!of!the!current!plateau!region!decreased!and!
the! current! density! decreased! from! 30! to! 15! mA! cm
?2.! Co?acid! mixture!
ratios!have!also!been!shown!by!to!have!a!significant!effect!in!achieving!a!
desired! finish.! Ponto' et' al.! [129]! demonstrated! the! significance! of!










agitation! is! desirable! to! remove! some! of! the! reaction! products! and!
maintain! the! viscous! layer! at! the! optimum! thickness! for! polishing,!
particularly! when! diffusion! or! convection! cannot! supply! sufficient! fresh!
electrolyte!to!the!anode.!!





highlight! this! further! in! results! obtained! showing! a! need! to! introduce!
forced! convection! (stirring! of! the! electrolyte)! during! electropolishing!
process!in!view!of!getting!higher!efficiency.!However,!as!demonstrated!by!
Ponto'et'al. [129], to!avoid!the!complete!destruction!of!the!viscous!layer!
and! prevent! the! attainment! of! the! ideal! electropolishing! conditions! as!
demonstrated!by excessive!agitation!must!also!be!avoided.  
1.14.5 Surface+finish+
The!potential!transients!under!galvanic!control!can!be!used!as!an!indicator!
to! distinguish! whether! brightening! or! etching! is! taking! place! during!
anodization! treatments! in! a! particular! electrolyte.! An! example!










At! low! current! density! (0.2! A! cm










 2,! a! slight! peak! is! formed! that! corresponds! to!
brightening! of! approximately! 50%! of! the! electrode! surface.! A! more!






treatment! of! relatively! inexpensive! stainless! steel! components! to! be!
utilised!as!bipolar!plates!in!PEM!fuel!cells.!Electropolishing!techniques!are!
to!be!employed!in!order!to!achieve!desired!reduction!in!ICR!as!well!as!


















Although! a! low! current! is! desirable! in! order! to! ensure! a! high! current!















(Beilby)! layer! that! consists! of! inclusions! of! matertenistic! phase,! foreign!



























aspect! of! the! activities! at! the! interface! one! desires! to! explore.!
Potentiometric!measurements!which!are!made!at!zero!current!conditions!
provide!a!powerful!tool!for!measurement!of!thermodynamic!properties!of!
interfacial! processes! [136].! Steady! state! polarization! curves! provide! the!
general!kinetic!information!of!the!charge!transfer!process.!!
The! electrode! process! can! sometimes! become! time! dependent! when!
measurements! are! made! at! very! short! intervals! of! time.! Transient!




techniques! in! electrochemistry,! which! involve! measuring! either! the!




The! principal! focus! will! be! on! tests! that! are! intended! to! simulate! the!
corrosion!conditions!within!the!PEM!fuel!cell!stack,!where!the!environment!


























environment! can! provide! a! rapid! means! of! determining! its! corrosion!
behaviour![137].!Polarization!techniques!(i.e.!polarization!curves)!are!still!
very! useful! in! defining! alloy?environment! combinations! and! provide! a!


























used! is! where! the! potential! of! the! working! electrode! is! continuously!
changed! as! a! linear! function! of! time.! This! results! in! the! occurrence! of!
oxidation!and!reduction!reactions!of!an!electroactive!species!in!solution!
(Faradaic! reactions);! possibly! absorption! of! species! according! to! the!
potential,!and!a!capacitive!current!due!to!the!double?layer!charging![137].!
The! simplest! technique! that! uses! this! waveform! is! linear! sweep!
voltammetry!in!which!the!potential!range!is!scanned!in!one!direction!while!
registering!the!current.!!A!more!commonly!used!variation!of!the!technique!

















function! of! frequency.! This! may! be! repeated! through! a! wide! range! of!
frequencies! (i.e.,! large! frequency! spectrum)! [96].! The! impedance! is! the!































linear! sweep! voltammetry! (LSV)! and! cyclic! voltammetry! (CV)! there! are!
always!three!electrodes,!working,!counter!and!reference!electrode!due!to!
the! difficulties! arising! from! concurrent! measurement! of! current! and!
potential![137].!















Until! recently! the! HRE! was! not! the! most! convenient! or! durable! of!




that! continuously! generates! a! low! volume! hydrogen! flow! that! passes!
through! a! platinized! gas! diffusion! electrode,! resulting! in! a! compact!
reference!electrode!without!the!need!for!a!separate!hydrogen!source.!The!
HRE!is!preferable!to!the!SCE!or!Ag/AgCl!reference!electrodes!as!it!does!not!
require! regular! calibration! and! has! no! source! of! contamination! (i.e.!
chloride!ions)![142].!!




of! very! few! materials! inert! enough! to! prevent! contamination! of! the!
solution.!The!size!of!electrode!depends!on!the!material!being!used!and!it!
























three! electrodes! (working,! reference! and! counter)! and! an! electrolyte!
solution!(350!ml)!that!provides!the!ionic!electrical!conductivity!between!
the! three! electrodes.! The! placement! of! the! working! electrode! at! the!
!
Top plate  Distilled water 
outlet plug 
Insulation 













samples! placed! directly! into! the! vessel! in! order! to! establish! a!
predetermined! surface! area.! Temperature! control! was! achieved! by! an!
insulated!water!jacket!connected!to!an!isothermal!circulated!water!bath!































Naggar! [143].! Surfaces! that! are! extremely! smooth,! as! achieved! by!
electrolytic! or! mechanical! polishing,! are! not! desirable! as! they! respond!
differently!in!the!environment!than!a!practical!surface.!A!surface!roughness!
that! corresponds! to! 400! to! 600! grit! (~30?40! microns)! silicon! carbide!
grinding!paper!finish!is!commonly!is!used!in!corrosion!testing![137].!The!











The! mounting! of! the! specimen! is! also! crucial! in! obtaining! high! quality!






In! order! to! ensure! that! the! corrosion! tests! on! the! specimens! will! be!
representative!of!performance!in!the!PEM!fuel!cell!it!is!important!that!the!
test!environment!adequately!simulate!the!environment!at!the!surface!of!









PEM! fuel! cell,! solutions! containing! Cl
−,! SO4
2−! and! F







To! ensure! that! the! corrosion! tests! carried! out! on! the! specimens! will!
simulate! the! aggressive! conditions! experienced! within! a! PEFC! (possible!
direct!contact!with!electrolyte!membrane)!and!acted!as!an!accelerated!test!
environment,! all! electrochemical! experiments! were! conducted! in! 1! M!
H2SO4!+!2!ppm!F
?!ions![145]!at!70!˚C!in!an!Avesta!electrochemical!cell!




water! (18.2! MΩ,! Millipore)! with! F?! ions! added! from! Sodium! fluoride!
anhydrous! powder,  99.99%! trace! metals! (SIGMA?ALDRICH).! Viscosity!
enhancing!agent,!glycerine!/!glycerol,!99.5%!(Mistral!Lab!Chemicals,!U.K)!
was! added! to! the! sulphuric! acid! in! the! described! contents! in! order! to!
explore!its!effects.!!
2.4.2.1  Electropolishing+solution+
The! electrolyte! solutions! were! prepared! from! analytical! grade! sulphuric!
acid!95?97%!(EMSURE®!ISO,!UK)!!and!ultrapure!water!(18.2!MΩ,!Millipore).!
Viscosity! enhancing! agent,! glycerine! /! glycerol,! 99.5%! (Mistral! Lab!















the! corrosion! potential! of! the! metal! will! be! more! negative,! hence!
increasing! the! potential! range! over! which! the! data! is! collected.! The!
deaeration!process!is!usually!undertaken!with!either!argon!or!high!purity!
nitrogen!gas![137].!Prior!to!running!the!experiment,!the!electrolyte!was!de?






Austenitic,! or! 300! series,! stainless! steels! represent! compositional!































Element' 904L'SS' 310'SS' 304'SS' 316'SS'
C' 0.02! 0.25! 0.00045! 0.00019!
Cr' 20.05! 25! 18.11! 16.87!
Ni' 24.91! 22! 8.03! 10!
Mo' 4.18! ?! ?! 2.02!
Mn' 1.49! 2! 1.05! 1.38!
Si' 0.17! 1.5! 0.042! 0.0046!
P' 0.02! 0.45! ?! 0.00004!
S' 0.03! 0.3! ?! 0.00003!
Cu' 1.45! ?! ?! ?!
N' 0.082! ?! ?! 0.00054!
Ti' ?! ?! ?! 0.00017!
Co' ?! ?! ?! 0.021!










Tests! were! conducted! to! establish! the! relationship! of! the! compression!





















paper! are! sandwiched! between! the! gold?coated! copper! plates! made! in!
order!to!correct!for!the!interfacial!contact!resistance!between!copper!plate!
and!carbon!paper!(RC/Cu).!Deducting!the!total!contact!resistance!from!the!










































































the! intersection! of! the! anodic! and! cathodic! Tafel! slope! will! lead! to!
erroneous!values.!McCafferty![91],!reported!that!the!corrosion!rate!can!be!
determined! by! Tafel! extrapolation! of! either! the! cathodic! or! the! anodic!
polarization!curve!alone.!If!only!one!polarization!curve!is!used!it!is!generally!
the!cathodic!curve,!which!usually!produces!a!longer!and!more!well?defined!
Tafel! region! (as! is! our! case! here).! This! is! because! on! the! cathode,!
concentration!polarization!is!typically!observed!at!higher!currents,!when!










for! transport! effects,! (Equation! 25)! by! enlarging! the! region! of! the!
voltammetric!curve!that!can!be!utilized!in!Tafel!plots![95].!Determining!the!






















anodic! overpotentials.! Based! on! the! principles! of! the! mixed! potential!
theory!of!uniform!corrosion!and!superposition!of!the!partial!I:V!curves!for!
each!of!the!partial!half?cell!reactions![149].!Hence,!for!the!dissolution!of!




















































The! range! of! reactions! that! can! occur! at! the! anode! during! the!
electrodissolution!of!stainless!steel!metals,!include!oxygen!evolution!and!
chromium! reoxidation! (following! reduction! at! the! cathode).! Hydrogen!
evolution! at! the! cathode! is! the! primary! reaction,! with! side! reactions!
including!chromium!and!sulphate!reduction.!According!to!Faraday’s!law!the!
current!efficiency!(ηP)!(Equation!31)!can!be!defined!as!the!ratio!between!















































Fe' 68.66! 56! 1.23! 3! 3.68! 3549!
Cr' 16.87! 52! 32.4! 6! 1.95! 1878!
Ni' 10! 58.7! 17! 2! 0.341! 329!
' ! Total!charge!to!dissolve!1g!of!316!SS!=! 5756!
!

















The! current! efficiency! calculations! are! based! on! the! amount! of! charge!
required!to!dissolve!1!g!of!the!stainless!steel!(Table!8)!and!assume!the!
highest!solution!valency!state!for!each!metal!species!(Fe,!Cr!and!Ni)!in!the!
calculation.! Values! lower! than! unity! (or! 100%,! when! expressed! as! a!
percentage)!imply!the!generation!of!by?products!different!from!P,!either!
electrolysis!of!the!solvent!or!supporting!electrolyte.!In!this!case!the!current!
efficiency,! represents! the! ratio! of! charge! that! oxidizes! the! electrode!
(Equation! 34! to! Equation! 36)! to! the! total! charge! that! is! passed! by! the!
reactions! in! Equation! 34! to! Equation! 38.! The! number! of! coulombs! to!
dissolve!1!g!of!316!SS!is!calculated!assuming!that!Equation!34!to!Equation!
36!are!applicable!and!the!composition!of!the!316!SS,!with!the!chemical!
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its! oxides! can! be! usefully! presented! as! a! potential?pH! diagram.! These!
diagrams!are used!for!estimating!corrosion!behaviour!of!different!metals!
in!aqueous!solutions.!HSC!Chemistry!software!(H?Enthalpy,!S?Entropy,!C?
Heat! capacity),! (Outotec,! Finland,! HSC! Chemistry! v.6.12),! was! used! to!
perform! Gibbs! free! energy! minimization! calculations! and! to! provide!
insight!into!the!limits!of!stability!of!the!stainless!steel!alloying!elements!
(Fe,! Cr,! Ni! and! Mn)! in! aqueous! solution! depending! on! the! pH! and!
electrode! potential! and! the! relative! position! of! the! boundary! for!
oxidation!and!reduction!of!water.!
The! highlighted! numbered! regions! within! the! Eh?pH! diagrams! are!
representative!of:!!!
•  The!corrosive!region:!the!most!stable!form!is!the!metal!cation!














Figure! 28! is! an! example! of! the! EH:pH?diagram! for! iron! in! aqueous!
solutions!in!which!no!complex!ions!are!formed!and!the!oxides!of!iron!are!
the!only!stable!solid!phases,!calculated!for!1M!concentration!of!dissolved!
iron!at! PEM! fuel! cell! operating!temperature! of!70! °C.! The!boundaries!
between!the!areas!on!the!diagrams!represent!the!chemical!reactions!that!





reversible! potentials! of! the! H
+/H2! or! O2/OH








The! Pourbaix! diagrams! of! Fe! at! 70! °C,! highly! oxidizing! and! acidic!































3+! is! ultimately! replaced! by! haematite! (Fe2O3),! with! no#


























separates! the! two! stability! fields! is! representative! of! the! OCP! and! is!




























3+! together! with! its! four?hydrolysis! steps.!
Chromium!corrodes!in!acidic!solutions!to!form!Cr
2+,!which!is!unstable!and!
can! oxidize! further! to! three! or! six! valence! forms.! Depending! on! pH,!
temperature,! and! concentration,! Cr
3+! species! can! be! either! aqueous!

























at! high! potentials! increase! with! temperature.! The! reason! for! this!
behaviour!is!related!to!the!temperature!dependence!of!the!ionic!product!
of! water.! Secondly,! the! concentration! of! dissolved! chromium! species!
changes!also!the!size!of!the!different!stability!areas.!The!immunity!and!






























different! temperatures! (60,! 70! and! 80°C).! The! corrosion! systems! only!









the! point! of! convergence! of! the! cathodic/anodic! Tafel! lines! with! Ecorr,!




the! tested! alloys,! compared! to! the! anodic! domain.! Accordingly,!
determination!of!the!corrosion!rate!(icorr)!by!intersection!of!anodic!and!
cathodic! Tafel! lines! at! the! corrosion! potential! will! lead! to! erroneous!
values.! Corrosion! rates! were! therefore! estimated! using! the! cathodic!




sum! of! the! experimentally! observed! anodic! current! density! and! the!
extrapolated!cathodic!current!density!as!shown!for!904L!SS,!304!SS,!304!
SS!and!316!SS!in!Figure!36!to!Figure!47.!The!Ecorr!and!icorr!values!for!all!the!





































































































































































' Temp,'°C' Ecorr,'mVHRE' icorr,%µA'cm
J2'(Tafel)
'
' 60! ?52.2! 8!
904L'SS' 70! ?49.4! 12!
' 80! ?47.6! 17!
' ! ! !
' 60! ?94.8! 28!
310'SS' 70! ?85.7! 50!
' 80! ?72! 100!
' ! ! !
' 60! ?25.6! 50!
316'SS' 70! ?13.6! 84!
' 80! ?8.4! 101!
' ! ! !
' 60! ?131.8! 330!
304'SS' 70! ?122.7! 620!







between! potential! and! applied! current! is! approximately! linear.! The!
inverse!of!this!slope!can!be!related!to!icorr!by!following!Equation!11![91]!in!
section!1.10.3.!For!stainless!steel!the!suggested!value!for!the!Stern–Geary!


















' !!!!!!!60! 3.730! 7! 8!
904L'SS' 70! 2.813! 9! 12!
' 80! 2.027! 13! 17!
' ! ! ! !
' 60! 0.692! 38! 28!
310'SS' 70! 0.360! 72! 50!
' 80! 0.234! 111! 100!
' ! ! ! !
' 60! 0.835! 31! 50!
316'SS' 70! 0.389! 67! 84!
' 80! 0.274! 95! 101!
' ! ! ! !
' 60! 0.031! 831! 330!
304'SS' 70! 0.019! 1368! 620!































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for! the! resistance! of! 304! steels! against! corrosion,! shifting! corrosion!
potential!up!to!~O201!mVHRE,!while!the!most!positive!corrosion!potential!of!













The! corrosion! potentials! of! the! four! different! stainless! steels! alloys! will!
obviously!not!only!be!within!the!potential!range!of!mainly!of!Fe,!Cr!and!Ni!































range! (60! O! 70°C)' for! both! methods! demonstrated! a! trend! decreasing!
current!densities!following!the!order;!904L!SS!<!310!SS!<!316!SS!<!304!SS.!
The! Tafel! extrapolation! method! general! demonstrated! similar! current!
densities!to!the!LPR!method!for!904L!SS,!310!SS,!and!316!SS.!However,!
much! higher! current! densities! are! observed! for! 304! SS! under! the! LPR!
method,! compared! to! the! Tafel! extrapolation! method.! As! observed! in!
Figure!51!the!linear!polarization!curves!for!304!SS!are!considerably!nonO
linear,! which! confuses! the! determination! of! the! polarization! resistance!
value!to!a!certain!extent.!The!nonOlinearity!of!the!polarisation!curve!may!
be!attributed!to!the!considerable!dissimilar!values!of!Tafel!slopes!which!

















































resistance! and! 316! SS! the! highest.! The! ICR! between! carbon! paper! and!
surface!film!formed!in!air!for!different!steels,!which!also!translates!as!the!
surface!conductivity,!increases!in!the!order!310!<!904L!<!304!<!316.!This!is!





in! particular! the! passive! film,! which! results! from! the! formation! of! an!
insoluble!oxide!film!on!the!surface.!The!principal!components!of!this!film!


























electrolyte! concentrations,! 0.25,! 0.5! and! 1! M! H2SO4! acid! electrolyte!
solutions!were!utilised!in!investigating!the!effect!of!acid!concentration.!In!
all! cases,! up! to! around! 1200! mVHRE! a! native! passive! film! exists! at! the!
surface!of!the!sample;!steady!enough!so!that!no!primary!active/passive!
peak!is!observed.!Within!the!passive!range,!slightly!higher!current!densities!
are! observed! as! the! electrolyte! concentration! increases! in! the! order! of!
1M>! 0.5>! 0.25! M! H2S04.! The! transition! from! the! passive! state! into! the!
transpassive! state! at! all! three! electrolyte! concentrations! takes! place! at!





























evolution! and/or! metal! oxidation! occurring! quite! rapidly! at! the! highly!
anodic!potentials.!In!contrast!at!concentrations!of!0.25!and!0.5!M!H2SO4!
uniform! current! plateaus! are! observed! whereby! the! formation! of! a!
secondary!film!controls!the!chemical!dissolution!through!its!interface!with!












concentration.! The! increase! in! dissolution! at! higher! current! densities! is!
associated!with!both!increased!ionic!strength!and!higher!field!gradients!
across! the! passive! layer.! However! as! seen! in! Figure! 56,! with! increased!




electrolysis! required! to! determine! the! total! material! removed! from! the!
sample,!its!effects!were!also!investigated.!As!seen!in!Figure!57,!the!current!





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Viscosity! enhancing! agents! have! been! found! to! be! particularly!
advantageous!when!used!in!conjunction!with!sulphuric!acid!as!the!acidic!
component!in!the!electrolyte![129].!In!the!0.5!M!H2SO4!with!addition!of!










some! of! the! reaction! products! and! maintain! the! viscous! layer! at! the!





varying! electrolyte! conditions! (0%,! 10%! and! 30%! v/v! glycerol! additive),!
under! three! varying! conditions! with! agitation! delivered! by! a! magnetic!
stirrer;!when!v=0,!referred!to!natural!convection!(without!mixing),!when!
v>0,!referring!to!forced!convection!with!moderate!mixing!at!the!relative!
electrolyte! velocity! of! about! 0.1! m! s










solution,! whereby! the! current! density! in! the! secondary! current! plateau!
region!increases!under!conditions!of!EP!(v>0)!/!(v>>0)!forced!convection!
compared! to! EP! (v=0)! carried! out! under! natural! convection! (in! still!




enough! for! agitation! to! be! a! key! contributor! to! the! efficiency! of! the!
process.!While,!under!electrolyte!conditions!with!addition!of!glycerol!(0%!
and! 30%)! the! effects! of! agitation! are! not! observed! and! is! practically!



























during! anodization! treatments! in! a! particular! electrolyte! under! galvanic!
control! is! the! potential! transient.! As! seen! in! Figure! 62,! the! electrode!
potential! transient! of! 316SS,! during! anodization! treatment! in! all! three!












which! is! intended! to! act! as! a! viscosityTenhancing! agent,! increases! the!
electrolyte! resistance! and! therefore! the! potential! increases! difference!

























samples.! The! nearTsurface! composition! has! a! significant! effect! on! the!
properties!of!stainless!steel,!as!surface!oxides!can!have!conducting,!semiT
conducting! or! insulating! properties! depending! on! the! stoichiometric!
composition.!This!may!have!a!significant!effect!on!the!ICR,!with!decrease!in!
conductivity!due!to!oxides!generally!considered!to!follow!the!trend!of:!NiT
oxide! >! CrToxide! >! FeToxide! [104].! During! the! ToFTSIMS! analysis! not! all!
isotopes! for! the! respective! elements! could! be! measured! due! to! mass!
interferences!and!poor!ion!yields.!The!percentages!of!the!isotopes!selected!






nearTsurface! content! of! Cr! and! Ni,! while! reducing! the! Fe! content!
significantly!and!the!Mo!content!slightly!in!comparison!to!the!untreated!
316!SS!sample.!The!effects!of!the!treatment!regime!are!also!prominent,!















Sample' Cr! Fe! Ni! Mo!
316SS! 31.32' 64.41' 3.24' 1.03'
0%'(5'min)' 60.31' 34.15' 4.85' 0.69'
0%'(10'min)' 51.68' 42.48' 5.31' 0.54'
0%'(30'min)' 48.51' 45.80' 5.03' 0.66'
10%'(5'min)' 55.35' 38.82' 5.38' 0.45'
10%'(10'min)' 59.23' 35.04' 5.15' 0.59'
10%'(30'min)' 58.99' 35.29' 5.25' 0.47'
30%'(5'min)' 57.04' 36.66' 5.83' 0.47'
30%'(10'min)' 59.86' 34.50' 5.08' 0.55'
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%&Additive& 5&min& 10&min& 30&min&
0%& 74! 92! 200!
10%& 71! 88! 194!
30%& 119! 173! 200!
!
!
Figure! 98! to! Figure! 107! in! Appendix! A2! show! images! from! the! Ra!
measurement!scan!for!untreated!316!SS!and!all!the!treated!samples,!using!
contact!mode!topography!line!scan!at!a!scan!size!of!90!µm.!The!surface!
roughness! of! the! all! treated! samples! is! observed! to! increase! with!
increasing!time.!The!effect!of!the!addition!of!viscosity!enhancing!agent!
(glycerol),! seems! to! hinder! the! surface! roughness! increase! at! 10%! v/v,!




force! (40R200! N! cm
R2)! of! the! treated! samples! 0%,! 10%! and! 30%,! in!
comparison!with!untreated!316!SS.!The!ICR!decreases!monotonically!with!








of! electrolyte! solution! (with/without! additive)! and! treatment! time.! The!
dominant!factor!however!seems!to!be!the!treatment!time,!with!all!treated!
samples!(0%,!10%!and!30%),!at!5!and!10!min!treatment!times!(Figure!71!to!
Figure! 73)! demonstrating! similar! ICR! values! and! trends! with! respect! to!










































































Time&(min)& 0%& 10%& 30%&
5& 23.5! 20.5! 22.4!
10& 20.0! 19.4! 20.4!
30& 10.4! 5.7! 15.9!
!
3.3.4  Corrosion'in'simulated'PEFC'environment'





















three! treated! samples! 0%! (5,! 10,! 30! min)! is! marginal,! with! 0%! (5! min)!
demonstrating!the!lowest!value.!In!comparison!to!the!untreated!316!SS!
(~300! μA! cm












































was! most! pronounced! for! 0%! (5! min)! and! 10%! (10! min).! A! distinctive!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































samples! treated! under! both! conditions! (0%! and! 10%)! generally!
demonstrate!lower!current!densities!across!the!polarization!scan!range!(K
200! to! 1500! mVHRE).! Across! the! passive! range! between! passive! current!
density!(ip)!and!the!critical!breakdown!potential!(Eb),!where!the!current!is!
not!affected!by!changes!in!overpotential,!the!current!density!of!all!0%!and!












while! 10%! samples! demonstrating! fluctuating! response! with! regards! to!
treatment!time.!Moreover,!as!the!potential!is!made!more!positive,!beyond!
where! the! current! is! reasonably! constant! until! eventually! the! current!
begins!to!increase!rapidly!with!potential!and!the!dissolution!of!the!passive!










































































!Potentiostatic! polarization! measurements! of! treated! samples! (0%! and!






















behaviour! under! simulated! cathode! conditions! is! shown! in! Figure! 85,!





















hydrogen! oxidation! takes! place,! bring! about! concerns! over! the! film!
stability.! The! fuel! cell! anodic! region! is! taken! to! be! between! OCP! K! 100!




















current! densities! after! 10! cyclic! scan! to! an! equilibrating! point! of!
approximately!45!µA!cm
K2,!similar!to!that!of!untreated!316!SS.''
On! the! cathode! side,! all! the! treated! samples! demonstrated! current!
densities! lower! that! the! recommended! U.S! DoE! target! initially! with! a!





scans! with! varied! fluctuations! beyond! this! point.! ! The! higher! current!
densities! observed! on! the! anode! side! are! once! again! attributed! to! the!


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the! surface! characteristics! of! 316! SS! with! regards! to! ICR! and! corrosion!
characteristics.!The!process,!which!adopts!electropolishing!principles!and!
methodology,! focuses! on! secondary! current! plateau! in! the! transpassive!
range! that! is! typically! ascribed! to! a! quasiCpassivation! process! whereby!
oxidation!leads!to!an!insoluble!layer!at!the!electrode!surface.!!
Polarisation!curves!of!the!316!SS!in!the!dilute!acids!(0.25,!0.5!and!1!M!
H2S04)! demonstrated! a! secondary! current! plateau! in! the! transpassive!
region,!where!the!electrode!undergoes!a!transpassive!dissolution!process!
that!is!transport!controlled!in!aqueous!solution![121].!The!formation!of!a!
secondary! film! at! this! current! plateau! region! controls! the! chemical!
dissolution!through!its!interface!with!the!electrolyte;!thereby!defining!a!
potential! range! independent! of! the! current! [158].! Furthermore,! current!
transient!data!showed!that!at!low!current!densities!the!dissolution!voltage!
remains! constant! suggesting! that! etching! typically! occurs! in! this! region!
with!no!brightening!effects!that!are!typically!indicated!by!the!formation!of!
peaks!at!higher!current!densities![24].!!





































which! may! be! concentrated! to! form! aggregates! on! the! surface! [123].!
Under!conditions!of!high!glycerol!content!and!low!temperature,!i.e.!room!





for! decreasing! surface! contact! resistance.! The! near! surface,! which!!
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magnitude! [158],! ! and! has! been! considered! to! be! a! decisive! factor! in 
determining! contact! resistance! with! greater! Mo! content! demonstrating!




















resistance! between! the! treated! surface! and! the! GDL,! rather! than! the!
surface!roughness!as!also!demonstrated!by!Bai(et(al.![166].!This!is!also!in!





With! regard! to! corrosion,! alloys! expected! to! have! a! good! corrosion!
resistance!as!a!bipolar!plate!should!ideally!exhibit!passive!behaviour!at!all!
fuel!cell!electrode!potentials.!Depending!upon!the!mode!of!operation!of!a!










agreement! with! the! ToF! SIMS! near! surface! analysis.! At! typical! anode!
operating! potential! (~! 100! mVHRE),! all! the! samples! demonstrate! current!
densities! lower! than! the! critical! passivation! current! density! (icrit).! It! is!
observed! that! this! anode! potential! is! in! the! passive! region! for! all! the!
materials!tested,!indicating!the!surface!of!the!stainless!steel!samples!are!
passivated!forming!a!protective!film.!Similar!observations!are!also!made!at!












(ip)! remains! reasonably! constant! until! eventually! the! current! begins! to!
increase! with! the! initiation! of! transpassivation.! The! breakdown! of! the!
oxide!by!anions!via!the!initiation!of!transpassivation,!occurs!at!a!critical!
potential! called! the! critical! breakdown! potential! (Eb)! of! the! passivation!
process!is!the!imperative!parameter;!in!this!case!between!1000!and!1200!
mVRHE.!The!formation!of!peaks!are!observed!in!this!region!which!could!be!
attributed! to! transpassivation! due! to! the! formation! of! high! valence!
chromium! [167].! The! treated! samples! all! demonstrate! more! positive!
transpassive!potentials!as!well!as!lower!current!densities!to!the!untreated!
316!SS!sample.!Such!decreases!in!current!are!due!to!a!greater!degree!of!




discontinuity! such! as! a! grain! boundary,! dislocation! or! inclusion! in! the!




























Moreover,! the! reduction! in! corrosion! currents! and! the! more! rapid!
passivation!rate!for!the!treated!samples!can!be!attributed!to!the!increase!
in!Cr!surface!content.!Chromium!oxide!in!the!oxide!film!prevents!further!






mediums.! ! Moreover! chromium! oxide,! which! prevents! further! surface!




a! result! of! their! improved! electrical! characteristics,! i.e.! high! electrical!










the! interfacial! contact! resistance! (ICR)! and! corrosion! properties! of!
relatively! inexpensive! stainless! steel! (316! SS)! for! use! as! a! bipolar! plate!
material! in! PEFCs.! Polarization! studies,! ICR! measurements! and! surface!
analysis!techniques!that!include!ToF!SIMS,!SEM!and!AFM,!were!employed!
to!establish!the!following!conclusions:!!




within! the! US! Department! of! Energy! 2017! target! for! metallic!
bipolar!plates!of!20!mΩ!cm
2!for!Interfacial!contact!resistance.!



























values! across! the! whole! compaction! range.! However,! with!
respect! to! corrosion! current! density,! it! did! not! result! in!




•  The! current! efficiency! calculations! demonstrated! that! shorter!
treatment! times! always! produced! the! highest! current!
efficiencies,!which!will!consequently!impact!the!economic!costs.!!





such! as! weight,! cost,! corrosion! resistance,! ease! of! manufacture! /!
processing! and! contact! resistance.! Although! various! metals! have! been!
assessed!and!many!qualify!in!terms!of!materials!properties!only!a!few!meet!
cost! targets.! Here! the! main! focus! has! been! on! ironCbased! alloys,! in!
particular!austenitic!stainless!steels,!because!of!their!low!cost.!However,!
due! to! inherent! characteristics! the! performance! of! low! cost! austenitic!
stainless!steel!is!limited!without!the!use!of!costly!precious!metal!coatings.!
The! surface! treatment! technique! here! is! a! proposed! alternative! to!
improving!performance!and!durability!of!low!cost!austenitic!stainless!steel!
for! use! as! BPPs! in! PEMFC’s,! by! increasing! the! near! surface! Cr! and! Ni!
content!leading!to!improved!ICR!and!corrosion!resistance.!The!use!of!acid!
electrolyte! with! low! concentration! in! conjunction! with! a! low! treatment!!
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surface! treatment! techniques! to! enhance! the! properties! of! low! cost!
stainless!steel!seems!to!show!promise!for!application!as!a!bipolar!plate!
material.!!
Through! the! application! of! the! principles! of! electropolishing,! effective!
surface!modification!method!has!been!applied!to!an!austenitic!stainless!
steel! substrate.! However,! in! order! to! improve! the! performance,! the!
process! optimisation! requires! to! be! extended,! changing! process!
parameters! such! acid! electrolyte,! electrolyte! refreshment,! operating!








requires! the! steel! samples! to! be! preCtreated! potentiostatically! in! the!
solution! at! varying! time! periods! while! measuring! the! current! transient,!




bipolar! plate! is! that! it! measures! corrosion! rates! at! accelerated! rates! in!
simulated!environments!which!may!not!be!a!true!response!to!actual!long!









Assessing! the! effect! of! corrosion! by! products! on! the! solid! polymer!
electrolyte! membrane! conductivity! and! corresponding! fuel! cell!
performance! is! another! important! step.! In! order! to! study! this!




of! Fe! ions! required! for! exposure! of! the! membrane.! This! will! hopefully!
provide!an!insight!into!the!amount!of!time!the!membrane!will!need!to!be!




performance.! Investigating! the! economics,! manufacturability! and! longC
term!reliability,!is!also!a!significant!aspect!to!be!investigated,!as!ultimately!











































































ρ( bulk! resistance! (both! contacting! members! are! of! similar!
material)!!
RΩ! !! ohmic!resistance!(IR)!drop!
W!! ! total!material!weight!loss!!
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Figure!88:!SEM!image!of!untreated!316!SS!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right)!at!magnification!
×900. 
!
!
!
!
!
Figure!89:!SEM!image!of!0%!(5min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!dissolution!
at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900.!
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!
Figure!90:!SEM!image!of!0%!(10!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900.!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure!91:!SEM!image!of!0%!(30!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!etching!
and!some!shallow!pits!at!magnification!×1500.!
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!
Figure!92:!SEM!image!of!10%!(5!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900.!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure!93:!SEM!image!of!10%!(10!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900.!
!!
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!
Figure!94:!SEM!image!of!10%!(30!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×1500.!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure!95:!SEM!image!of!30%!(5!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900. 
!!
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!
Figure!96:!SEM!image!of!30%!(10!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×900.!
!
!
!
!
!
Figure!97:!SEM!image!of!30%!(30!min)!(left)!alongside!inverted!image!(right),!showing!general!
dissolution!at!grain!boundary!at!magnification!×1500.!
!
!
!
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